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Anonymous Instagram account sparks controversy 
By Ashley DeLeon 

Executive Editor 

adeleon@mail.smcvt.edu 

aylee Sayers ’23 recalls the day 
Ke discovered a disturbing 

social media post about a class- 
mate of hers while scrolling through 
Instagram. The post exposed her peer’s 
full name, and publicly announced that 
someone wanted to engage in sexual 
activities with her. Sayers clicked on 
the account, and found over 200 posts 
targeted to multiple students at St. Mi- 
chael’s College. “I hope I don’t see my 
name,” she said quietly. 

The Instagram account, @smc.crush- 
es, emerged on the social media plat- 
form on Jan. 28, 2021, accruing over 300 
followers since its launch. The account's 
content ranges from innocent crushes 
to fantasized sexual desires, with many 
posts highlighting specific body parts 
that people find most attractive about 
their peers. This information is posted 
nonconsensually, with the targeted 
individual’s full name attached. 

“This account is all in good fun; and 
is meant to be an anonymous way to 

show someone on campus you appre- 
ciate them or are thinking about them,” 
the account admin stated through 
direct message. The account admin, 
who did not disclose their identity, 
claims that a conscious effort is made 
to filter negative responses and censor 
content based on Instagram’s guide- 
lines. However, sexually suggestive 
language is rampant throughout the 
page, with sexualized emojis and overt 
phrasing found all throughout. “We 
created this account because it was 
previously an SMC tradition that ran 
on Facebook, and we thought it would 
be fun to bring back on Instagram since 
that seems to be more of the platform 
of choice these days,” according to the 
account admin. 

Women are disproportionately 
targeted on this platform more than 
men, according to Sayers. This has led 
some to question the true intent behind 
this account. “Almost the entirety of 
the page is committed to boiling down 
intelligent, talented, and kind women, 
many of whom I have had a class with 
or know, to their bodies,” she said. 
Though she recognizes the demeaning 
nature of comments directed to men, 
Sayers noted that the amount of content 
sexualizing female students is over- 
whelming. 

According to an anonymous male 
student, however, it is believed that 
the intentions of this account are not 
so blurred after all. “I think this page 
overall has simple intentions, and does 

not necessarily purposely objectify the’ 
subject. However, it does post direct 
quotes. This gives it an objectifying 
effect,” he said. 

Few people have commented under 
the page’s sexualized posts to bring 
awareness to the claimed objectifying 
nature of the account. Some women 
have even conceded to sexualized posts 
directed towards themselves, and com- 
ment in support of them. 

According to Traci Griffith, law- 

yer and associate professor of Media 
Studies, women have always been seen 
as objects, and it has been a long time 
technique (often used in the advertising 
business). “Social media makes it even 
worse because anybody can produce it. 
It's called citizen journalism,” she said. 

A 2018 research study conducted by 
Stef Davis Kempton, associate profes- 
sor of Communications at Pennsy]l- 
vania State University, observed two 
Instagram accounts and its impact on 
one’s identity, gender, and sexuality 
constructs. The study, titled, “Objecti- 
fication, Sexualization, and Misrepre- 
sentation: Social Media and the College 
Experience,” observed the posting 
rituals of two college-targeted, sexual- 
ized accounts. Content, comments, and 
popularity were examined closely. 

Kempton detected patterns in the 
objectification of female college stu- 
dents and their submissiveness to men. 
“The view of women as objects rather 
than individuals re emphasizes the idea 
that men should be able to determine a 
woman’s worth by her use-value. Men 
use and gaze upon women as they see 
fit, disregarding any individuality,” 
according to the textual analysis. 

In an exclusive statement to The De- 
fender, Kempton explained that “wom- 
en tend to self-objectify to earn a sense 
of validation, acceptance, or attention,” 

especially from men. 
“The collegiate environment perpetu- 
ates this because there is a dispropor- 
tionate amount of young people in that 
population and they are all competing 
with each other,” she said. This com- 
petition spans farther than academic 
and athletic competition, as vying for 
friendships, social status, and romantic 
or sexual attention becomes a social 
competition. 

Kempton agrees that the objectifica- 
tion of women has been normalized in 
mainstream media, and how “it’s easy 
to see how women would normalize 
self-objectification in an attempt for 
male attention.” Many times, this objec- 
tification comes in the form of sexualiz- 
ing ourselves and portraying ourselves 
as sex objects to stand out from the 
competition. Social media, especially, 
perpetuates self-objectification be- 

cause we get instantaneous validation 
through likes and comments. 

A number of submissions were sub- 
mitted jokingly, according to Sayers. “I 
could tell which posts were submitted 
as jokes, likely between friends from 
the way they read and feel, and others 
as well. The joking aspect of the page 
was not lost on me,” she said. How- 

ever, she noted a clear divide between 
friends submitting their other friends, 
and people taking the opportunity that 
anonymity provides to objectify women 
at the College. 

Lily Denslow ‘22 agrees. “I have 
noticed that many people are submit- 
ting complimentary things about their 
friends and crushes on campus,” she 
said. “In that way,.I think it’s a great 
venue to lift up members of our com- 
munity.” 

The rapidly emerging account has 
raised questions about ethics and 
legality. “You don’t have a right to 
anonymous free speech in the First 
Amendment. There’s a court that might 
interpret that into the First Amend- 
ment, but there isn’t a right to anony- 
mous speech,” Griffith said. The sec- 
ond part to this issue, she noted, is 
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an administrative obligation to protect 
and ensure a safe learning environment 
for students. 

Dawn Ellinwood, vice president for 
Student Affairs, agrees that the Col- 
lege has an obligation to ensure asafe — 
environment for students. However, 
“...if the account is anonymous and not © 
affiliated with SMC, we may not be able 
to do anything,” she said. “Please know 
we would investigate and attempt to 
find the person responsible but in past 
cases that involved social media, we 
were not able to get the information we 
needed unfortunately.” 

“The decision to comment on anoth- 
er person’s appearance is insensitive, a 
sign of unexamined privilege. And to 
do so on a public, anonymous online 
platform? Well, even if it feels innoc- 
uous (or potentially empowering) it 
really isn’t okay,” said Maura D’ Amore, 
professor of English and program di- 
rector for Gender Studies. “The person 
you name and describe didn’t have any 
say in the matter. There’s no way to 
consent, no two-way communication,” 
she stated. 

SEE INSTAGRAM, PAGE 5 
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Network outages 101 
Everything you need to know about campus outages 
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Is it time for a change? 
A look at the candidates for Burlington’s mayoral race 

By Sam Heyliger 

Staff Writer 

sheyliger@mail.smcvt.edu 

aint Michael's College students 
received a slew of emails regard- 
ing a network outage on Tues- 

day, Feb, 2. This outage caused cam- 
pus-wide issues connecting to Canvas, 
Zoom, and other programs requiring 
an internet connection. While not an 
unfamiliar occurrence, this was the 
first outage since students returned to 
campus for the Spring semester. Three 
emails were sent out, which left some 
students wondering what caused the 
outage. 

To answer this, it’s important to 
understand how the network functions 
on our campus. 

“There are many pieces to our 
network, but as far as the internet goes, 
we have two internet connections that 
go through an internet service pro- 
vider that we work with, called, First 
Light,” said Shawn Umansky, network 
engineer at Saint Michael’s 
College. “We have : 
two paths for 

redundancy, 
so if one goes 
down, the other : 
can stay up.” “When 
we're talking about 
the network, we’re aso 
talking about the services 
that may be connected to 
the network. Examples include 

wireless, Canvas, Knightvision, 
printing, Office365, 
and One Drive. Not 
all these services are 
handled the same 
way,” he said. 

Tuesday's outage was caused by 
a failed switch, Umansky explained. 
“One of our core switches had a hard- 
ware failure, which any service that 

was tied to that was impacted. Wi-Fi 
was one of those services.” The engi- 

- neers had to move all of the service 
traffic over to. another switch after 
taking the non-functioning one offline. 
“There were certain components of 
our Wi-Fi: infrastructure that were tied 
to that first switch. A lot of the Wi-Fi 
stayed up because some of the Wi-Fi 
was tied to the other switch,” Umansky 
emphasized. 

An ongoing issue with network 
outages on campus is the pressure for 

students to keep up with classes in the 
midst of technical problems. “It’s im- 
portant to be patient when the network 
goes out on campus because it seems 

like it’s something they can’t control, 
but it can be really frustrating when it 
happens in the middle of a class.” said 
Adrien Harwood ‘23, one of the many 
students affected by this outage. 

Gr 

“I think students should try to have 
a positive outlook if they can. There’s 
not much we can really do to control 
the situation but I do think they should 
be slightly critical.” 

“Be generous to each other and try 
to be forgiving,” said Christina Root, 
professor of English. “Communicate . 
with your teacher. It’s bound to hap- 
pen when we're in a pandemic.” 

Can network engineers predict the 
timing of network outages on campus? 
Well, not exactly, according to Uman- 
sky. Routine checkups can be made 
to monitor potential problems in the 
future, but knowing when exactly an 
outage will occur is nearly impossi- 
ble. Thousands of feet of cabling run 
underneath College grounds, allowing 
for network and service accessibility 
to every building on campus. There- 
fore, relying on detection systems 
is crucial in preventing outages on 
campus. Outages can also happen off 
campus, and will affect the ability to 

use internet services. “When there is 
an outage, what services are impacted 

are dependent on the loca- 
tion of the problem, and 

what services may 
be running in the 
area of the network,” 

Umansky explained. 
In Tuesday’s case, a 
hardware failure 
on one of the 
core switch- 
es caused the 
outage, he said. 

However, the 
cause can vary. 

ILLUSTRATION BY MIKEY HALLIGAN Jp fact, squirrels 
have been known 
to have bitten 

through cables on campus before and 
caused outages. 

Considering the importance of 
network reliability, an outage is never 
good news. This outage was solved 
the same morning and students could 
continue classes as scheduled for 
the rest of the day. However, these 
network outages aren’t completely 
avoidable, so patience is important. 

As a student, there are some mea- 

sures you can take to help keep the 
network running smoothly. Pay atten- 
tion to things like laundry machines, 
vending machines, printers, classroom 

computers, network jacks, and other 
. services around campus that are con- 
nected to our network. If you see them 
unplugged or not functioning, and 
are experiencing network problems, 
contact the Help Desk. “We encour- 
age you to bother us,” Umansky said. 
“Our job is to support you and make 
sure that you have a good experience 
on campus and you can do what you 
need to be successful in your classes, 

and outside of your classes.” 

By Jackson Stoever 

Online & Video Editor 

jstoever@mail.smcvt.edu 

Burlington will vote for a mayor. 
Incumbent Mayor Miro Wein- 

berger is opposed by Progressive city 
counselor Max Tracy, independent 
city counselor Ali Dieng and indepen- 
dent Patrick White for the leadership 
role in the Vermont city. 

In office since 2012, Mayor Wein- 
berger aims to continue his role and 
will further his abilities to combat 
COVID-19 and lead Burlington into 
an economy and community that is, 

E: the coming weeks, the city of 

as his website claims, “stronger, more 

racially just, greener and more af- 
fordable” than the city had before the 
pandemic began. Under Weinberger’s 
leadership, Burlington became the 
first city in the country to be powered 
with 100% renewably sourced energy 
and plans to become a net zero energy 
city within the next 10-15 years. His 
website claims that with 1,300 new 
homes built in the city and millions 
of taxpayer dollars saved across the 
span of nine years, there is expectation 

to deliver again and an urgency that 
now, true leadership is important, 
more than ever before. 

On the city council since 2012, Max 
Tracy currently serves as Field Or- 
ganizer for the Nurse’s Union at the 
University of Vermont Medical Center 
where he works with front-line health 
care workers to assure that they have 
all that they need to treat patients. 

“I was focused on doing good in 
this role, especially during the pan- 
demic, and have long felt Burlington 
needs new leadership” Tracy said. 
With the pandemic still surging, Tracy 
added he intends on pushing haz- 
ard pay, no City employee layoffs, a 
universal mask distribution program 
and a Hunger Action Plan to combat 
the virus. According to his website, If 
elected, Tracy promises to eradicate 
systemic racism that spans across 
city government 
and institutions. By 
expanding BIPOC 
business, land and 
home ownership, 
Tracy intends on 
cultural and eco- 
nomic empower- 

ment for BIPOC res- 
idents in Burlington. 

In addition to. his 
role as city coun- 
selor, Ali Dieng is 
the family outreach 
coordinator for the 
Burlington School 
District, in which 
he aids families in 

filling out paperwork and processes to 
access after-school programs for their 
children. For eight years, Dieng has 
worked for Burlington Kids and has 
been an involved community member 
and a board member at the Champlain 
Valley Office of Economic Opportu- 
nity. On his website, it is stated that 
Dieng believes that children are the 
greatest resource for the future and 
will fight for all Burlington children to 
have access to safe schools, a quali- 
ty education and an opportunity to 
strive for higher education, no matter 
their background. According to the 
same source, Burlington has allocated 
$90,000 a year to support low-barri- 
er housing, however, under Dieng’s 
leadership, he will establish a ‘tiny 
home village’ program for the home- 
less and those that are displaced. 

As a life-long Vermonter, Patrick 

White uses his free time to get out and 
utilize everything Burlington has to 
offer. On his website, White calls for a 
police reform and aims to abolish the 
“us vs. them” mentality on both sides. 
He then states that these officers are 
members of the community and the 
general public of Burlington should 
feel safe with trained law enforcement 
officers. Offering to lead by account- 
ability, White also plans to bring 
attention to Lake Champlain and the 
authorized dumping of untreated 
sewage into the waters. Demanding a 
change, White promises to bring any- 
one who has allowed this to happen 
to task, if he is elected. The candidate 
compares his feelings toward this 
issue with how he feels about all city 
government. White's goal is to reduce 
the overall cost of running a business 
in Burlington as this is a necessary 
action to relieve small businesses and 
their employees. 

Mayor Weinberger urges regis- 
tration for polling at the town hall 
meeting on March 2nd. Students with 
Vermont citizenship can register to 

vote by visiting https:/ /mvp.vermont. 
gov/. 
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Celebrating black history eee eras 
By Mikey Halligan 

Managing & Visual Design Editor 

mhalligan2z@mail.smcvt.edu 

he Vermont International 
Film Festival (VTIFF) along 
with the Middlebury New 

Filmmakers Festival (MNFF) will 
be hosting their Split/Screen series 
on Feb. 19 to Feb 28. 

Saint Michael’s College along 
with Middlebury College and 
Champlain College will be hosting 
the event which features 6 films 
directed by African American 
women as well as two separate 
recorded conversations with the di- 
rectors Natasha NGaiza and Ashley 
O’Shay. 

“As February is Black History 
month, sponsoring this month’s 
series felt like an important thing 
for the college to support”, said 
Alex Bertoni, Director of Marketing 
and Communications. “We hope 
that students, faculty and staff will 
take advantage of this opportunity to 
see and discuss these films.” 

Split/Screen Monthly Passes are 
usually $40 but because of the school 
sponsorship, 250 students will be able 
to view the event for free via a virtual 
screening site on both the VIIFF and 
MNFF websites. 
VTIFF Now: watch.vtiff.org 
MNFF Online: watch.midfilmfest.org 
The films that will be featured include: 

LOSING GROUND by Kathleen Col- 
lins | 1982 | Fiction 

One of the first movies directed by 
an African American woman. Sara 
Rogers (Seret Scott), a black professor 
of philosophy, is embarking on an 
intellectual quest to understand “ecsta- 
sy” just as her painter husband, Victor 
(Bill Gunn), sets off on a more earthy 
exploration of joy. Over the course of a 
summer idyll in upstate New York, the 
two each experience profound emotion- 
al and romantic awakenings. 

FAREWELL AMOR by Ekwa Msangi | 
2020 | Fiction 

After 17 years apart, Angolan 
immigrant Walter is joined in the U.S. 
by his wife and teen daughter. Now 
absolute strangers sharing a one-bed- 
room Brooklyn apartment, they strug- 
gle to overcome the emotional distance 
between them. 

ILLUSIONS by Julie Dash | 1982 | 
Short Film 

The time is 1942, a year after Pearl 
Harbor; the place is National Studios, 
a fictitious Hollywood motion picture 
studio. Mignon Duprée, a Black wom- 
an studio executive who appears to 
be white and Ester Jeeter, an African 

American woman who is the singing 
voice for a white Hollywood star are 

or 
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forced to come to grips with a society 
that perpetuates false images as status 
quo. 

BLACKOUT by Natasha NGaiza | 
2013 | Short Film 

A sudden power outage leads to an 
impromptu shadow performance that 
inspires an African immigrant to revisit 
the past and confront her marriage. 
Blackout explores the intricacies of 
transnational African identity, mother- 
hood and memory. 

A MOTHER by Natasha NGaiza | 
2020 | Short Film 

As a town copes with the disappear- 
ance of a little girl, a mother of two 
must come to terms with her own deci- 
sion to abort an unexpected pregnancy 

UNAPOLOGETIC by Ashley O’Shay | 
2020 | Documentary 

This captures tensions between a 
police board led by Lori Lightfoot (now 
Chicago Mayor) and abolitionist orga- 
nizers at Chicago Police Department 
Headquarters in a polarizing moment 
in Chicago’s fight against racial injus- 
tice after the slaying by police of two 
Black Chicagoans - Rekia Boyd and 
Laquan McDonald. 
For more information about the event, 
go to: https:/ /vtiff.org/vtiff-now/ 
splitscreen/ 
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SPECIALTY PIZZAS i in | 2 hoi Peanut Sauce, Cheddar/Mozzorelia Cheese, Chicken, Mushrooms, Red Onions, 
hreen Peppers, Broceali 

BACON CHEESEBURGER PARADISE 
Honey Barbecue Sauce, Cheddar/Mozzorella Cheese, Red Onions, Extra Ground Beef VEGAN SALVATION mea sizis Us s22.g0 
Bacon, Gergonzola Cheese live Gil Garlic, Vegan Cheese, Spinach, Red Onicns, Mushrooms, Tomatoes, Black dlives 

BASIL PESTO CHICKEN VEGETARIAN WORKS @o | 
Basil Pesto Hut Souce, Cheddar/Mozzorella Cheese, Chicken, Roasted fled Peppers, omato Souce, Cheddar/Mozzarello Cheese, Spinach, Broccoli, Mushrooms, Green 
Sue Gried Tomatoes, Red Onions, Gorgonzola Cheese Peppers, Red Onions, Tomatoes, Black Ulives 

© BARELY BELIEVABLE WORKS — Wed stz15 18 $22.90 
’ auce, Cheddar’ Moz np i fomato Souce, Cheddor/Mozzorella Cheese, Pepperoni, Ham, Hob Susage, Broccoli, 

Dieeuecemees Regn Rapes hla Mushrooms, Red Gnions, Green Peppers, Black Olives 

CLASSIC PEPPERONI DELUXE SRust AND ARE MAMABIN ASA TMC REGULAR O THCR CRM” 
forate Souce, Cheddor/Mozzarelia Cheese, Pepperoni, Ham, Red Onions, 

LEO O'S ICS Green Peppers, Mustrogms GLUTEN FREE PIZZAS ARE ONLY AVAILABLE IN A MEDIUM SIZE WITH REGULAR CRUST 

SS OTIC GREEK ISLAND. SIDES, SALADS, 
Tomate Source, Cheddar/Mozzarella Cheese, Garlic, Red Onions, Spinach, Tomatoes, Lf , SAUCE & CHEESE PIZZA | DESSERTS & DRINKS Block Olives, Feta Cheese 

SAUCES CRUSTS FENNEL SAUSAGE GOURMET 
Zesty Tomato white Olive Oi! Garlic, Cheddar/Mozzorella Cheese, Hot: Sausoge, Fennel, Red Onions, ee SSIS FresH SALADS 
Alive Gil Garlic CertiFied Organic Wheat Spinoch, Gorgonzola Cheese Cheesy $8.25 tinnormon $5.75 Gorden $5.75 
Pesto Pine Nut MEO ADD .60 (GADD 85 aw Cheesy Gorlic $6.55 Nutela® $6.50 Caesar $8.75 

i GOAT CHEESE HONEY PIE Spi = Thoi Peanut Gluten Free ie Oil Garlic, Cheddar/Mazzorela Cheese, Mushrooms, Red Onions, Thyme Spinach Pecan $7.26 
Borbecue MED GNAY ADD $3.75 : teen alps ph ett hea an DRINKS 

16,902 Honest Organic Ice feas / Ades 
an GORGONZOLA GOURMET Wa Gol 

PIZZA TOPPINGS t Give Oil Garlic, Cheddon/Mozzorelia Cheese, Spinach, Tomatoes, Artichokes, Gorgonzola Cheese oe es 
Berry Hibiscus 

Pepperoni Sun Oried Tomatoes HAWAIIAN ISLAND DELIGHT Honey Green Teo HolP & Hal $2.60 
“Hot Sousage Jalapenos Tomato Sauce, Cheddar/Mozzorella Cheese, Hom, Bacon, Broccoli, Pineapple 20 oz Coca Cola / Diet: Coke / Sprite $2.30 

Ground BeeP Peppadew * Peppers © HOT HONEY BLISS Dosoni / Root Beer 

Bacon Roasted Red Peppers Tomato Souce, Cheddar/Mozzarella Cheese, Pepperoni, Red Onians, Dregano, 2LITER Coco Colo / Diet Coke / Sprite $3.45 GAR vecrtaman 
Chicken Garlic Jolopenos, Hot Honey 

kai rope ron be nef iki Pepperoni, Hot Sausage, Ground BeeF, Hom OUR AND SAUCE . . ‘ ce, ese, j usoge, Ground Beef, 

re ee ee a ARE MADE DAILY IN QUR STORES 
Broccoli 3 Gorgonzola Cheese Borbecue Souce, Cheddar/Mozzarelia Cheese, Chicken, Red Onions, Mushrooms, 
Mushrooms Feta Cheese . Roasted Red Peppers, Mesquite Spices ARE YOU SIGNED WP YET? 

Spinach Parmesan Cheese ROASTED MAINE POTATO 
Red Onions Four Cheese Blend Olive Oi! Gorlic, Cheddar/Mozzorello Cheese, Spinach, Red Onions, Shredded Potatoes, 
Shredded Potatoes Smoked Gouda Cheese Bacon, Rosemary, feto Cheese « 
Green Peppers Vegon Cheese mmanesus cam ss pe ek WWW.LEONARDOSONLINE.COM 

i OSE MEARE SUS Same S185 : 

se Tomato Souce, Cheddar/Mozznello Cheese, Garlic, Pepperoni, fed Onions, Bacon, Hot; Sousage foi aa ine ya waar APP 

AMAZING FRESH SuOK cUDA, & | - 
- Pin) 8 Tomote Souce, Cheddar/Mozzarella Cheese, Gariic, Bosil, Red Onions, Peppadew* Peppers, Me 

ROASTED CHICKEN fit PPE Sole Gute Cese $T. MICHAEL'S CF) eee 
TEXAS HOT BUFFALO CHICKEN DORM DELIVERY 

CHICKEN WINES PANKO CRUSTED BONELESS TENDERS Tomote Texas Hot Souce, Cheddor/Mozzorelia Cheese, Spicy Chicken Breast, Red Onions, TOLL US 8 
REGULAR / HOT / BBQ / BUFALD ‘THAI REGULAR / B60 / BUFEALO J TRA Gorgonaola Cheese 95] TOTO) (9) {ROMARDOS PIZZA 

2) ‘ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TD STATE AND LOCAL SALES TAX / ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TD CHANGE / LEONARDO'S PREPARES FOOD CONTAINING PEANUTS, TREE NUTS, FISH, EGGS, MILK, SOY, AND GLUTEN. LEONARDO'S MAKES EVERY EFFORT FOLLOW OF AT 
TO PREVENT CROSS CONTAMINATION BUT WE CANN GUARANTEE ANY MENU ITEMS ARE MEAT OR ALLERGEN FRE, DEUVERY CHARGE APPLES AND IS WOT ATIP PAID TO YOUR DRIVER / MINIMUM PURCHASE REQUIRED FOR DELIVERY. 10% DERCOUNT Witt SRUDENT 1D @LEONARDOSPIZIA 
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Breaking the Ice on C 

The sun sets on St. Michael’s and the newly constructed ice rink on Feb. 12. 

By Julia Callini 

Staff Writer 

jcallini@mail.smcvt.edu 

On Feb. 9, students came together 
to celebrate the opening of the new ice 
rink outside of the townhouses. The 
rink is a SGA initiative that encourages 
students to get outside, and boosts their 
mental health. 

The ice skating rink was first pro- 
posed during a town hall meeting on 
Jan. 13. Sierah Miles ‘22 and Anna 

Witkowski ‘22, co-secretaries of pro- 
gramming for the Student Government 
Association, decided to pursue the proj- 
ect as a result of student interest. 

“Every year, the programmers’ goal 
is to put on events that bring students 
together, and give an option for fun on 
campus... and improve mental health” 
Miles said. “However, this year we 
can’t all be together in one space, so we 
revamped the way we spend our bud- 
get and put on programs.” 

This isn’t the first time the Student 
Government Association has endorsed 
and built a rink. Two years ago, the 
class of 2019 decided to build an ice 
rink near the townhouses using their 
SGA budget. 

After a month of planning and com- 
munication, Lou Dimasi, former Men’s 

Hockey Coach, and the Saint-Michael’s 
College Fire and Rescue Squad began 
the construction of the rink on Feb. 5. 

Once the plans for ice rink construc- 
tion were solidified, Miles reached out 
to Ice Breakers, a student group with 
a passion for ice skating. The group is 
looking to receive official club recogni- 
tion through the SGA. The Ice Break- 

“The goal is to give students a place 
to be away from school, away from 
COVID-19,” Miles said. “We have to 
have something that can boost [stu- 
dents’] mental health,” Miles said. 

According to Miles, the driving force 
behind the ice rink was Saint Michael's 
College junior and Ice Breakers member 
Kayla Riordan. Riordan has been look- 
ing for a fun and recreational way to 
skate with friends, and to her, the rink 

“The goal is to give students a place 

to be away from school, away from 
COVID-19" 

ers will assist with programming and 
activities held on the rink, including a 
Hot Chocolate Night, and glow-in the 
dark activities. 

“{The role of the rink] is to be able to 

go outside and do something fun and 
encourage people to stay safe,”said Na- 
dia Racz ‘22, Ice Breakers member. 

Miles stated that although the rink 
still exists in a world of COVID-19, and 
proper protocols must be followed, 
the rink is meant to be an escape from 
everyday life. 

is a perfect solution. 
“The only time you can spend with 

friends when outside your living space 
is outdoors,” Riordan said. “It'll be a 
nice way to spend time with people you 
don’t normally see.” 

With the SGA encouraging gather- 
ing, even outdoors, many are concerned 
about the possibility of COVID-19 
transmission. However, Miles is confi- 
dent this won't be an issue, due to the 
rules of the rink which include main- 
taining a distance of at least six feet, 

stating the rules will be placed near 

PHOTO BY LUCAS PERSECHINO 

ee ee and wearing a mask at all times while _ 
on or near the rink. Additionally, signs ——- 

rink. 
“If we find out that people aren't 

wearing masks and aren't social dis- 
tancing, we’re just going to have to 
become stricter on the regulations put” 
in place, like lowering the maximum 
capacity,” Miles said. ; 

For now, the rink is open to all stu- 
dents, 24 hours a day. Most of the ti 
those who wish to skate do not need 
to reserve a spot ahead of time, unless 
there is a sponsored event being held 
the rink. a 

“We don’t want it to be something — 
that you have to plan a week ahead,” 
Miles said. “We'd love for students to — 
just throw on skates, and go outside f 
15 minutes that day.” 
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Masks anc Roce 

- Pistancing Required 

ght age oe our Ow! 

PHOTO BY CONNOR TORPEY ae “ont 
St. Michael’s student pours a tad too much while enjoying a cup of hot chocolate during ice rink 
event. 

PHOTO BY CONNOR TORPEY PHOTO BY CONNOR TORPEY 

Members of the student group, “Ice Breakers” warm up by the fire during ice rink event on Feb. 12. To ensure safety ot students amidst the COVID-19 pandemic,Public Safety and Ice Breakers 
established rules to abide by while enjoying the new ice rink. 

Set: a Sig 
PHOTO BY CONNOR TORPEY 

St. Michael’s studetns mask up and take to the ice on the chilly night of Feb. 12. 
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Dreaming to be Abroa 
By Hazel Kieu 

Staff Writer 

nkieu@mail.smcvt.edu 

It’s been almost a year since 
COVID-19 first rattled the U.S.. For 
students at St. Michael’s College, the 
future of study abroad programs still 
holds many uncertainties. What does 
the study abroad experience look like 
in the middle of a global pandemic? 
Should students even apply? Is it safe 
to travel outside the country and reside 
in another during a pandemic? 

According to study abroad director, 
Peggy Imai, among the 50 to 60 Saint 
Michael’s students who had planned to 
study abroad this semester, only four 
decided to follow through. Between 
travel restrictions and public health 
concerns, the majority of study abroad 
programs have either been canceled or 
altered, and some college students have 

also made the decision to stay home on 
their own. 

“It definitely stunk, especially on 
the day that I was supposed to leave,” 
said Megan Schneider ’22. She was 
supposed to study in Costa Rica this se- 
mester but decided to stay home within 
the last month before her trip. 

This small percentage of St. Mi- 
chael’s students choosing to study 
abroad seems to be the common trend 
amongst study abroad programs in the 
last twelve months. Wendy Lombardo, 
associate director of Institutional Rela- 
tions at Arcadia University and study 
abroad program affiliate, reported a 
decrease from roughly 3000 students 
traveling abroad per year to around 100 
students since the pandemic started. 

Though many other colleges have 
shut down their entire study abroad 
departments as a response to the pan- 
demic, Saint Michael’s College is one 

of the few that still keeps the program 
running. 

“We haven't done that on this cam- 
pus, mainly because students are pretty 
good decision-makers,” said Peggy 
Imai. Students on campus can still seek 
advice about study abroad and make a 
plan for the future. 

Imai’s point about good deci- 
sion-making is not unfounded, as it was 
not an easy or straightforward decision 
to make. For many of these students 
who were considering study abroad 
this semester, this has been their dream 
for a long time. “I was even looking 
at study abroad programs when I was 
considering colleges, because I knew 
that was something I wanted to do in 
college,” Schneider said. Though she 
fell in love with her program in Costa 
Rica, she felt unprepared and didn’t 
receive enough information to form any 
real idea of what it was going to be like, 
she said. 

While some students made the de- 
cision themselves to not study abroad, 
others were forced to stay because of 
travel restrictions. This was the case 
for Anna Bilotti ‘22, whose initial plan 

was to study.in Perth, Australia, only 
to find out that Australia had banned 
international travel in an effort to pre- 
vent another outbreak. As a result, her 
program was canceled. 

Other programs have also been 
canceled this semester due to small 
turnout, or due to consideration of 
other countries’ healthcare infrastruc- 
ture. “We made the right decision not 
to go [abroad] this semester because 
[we're] thinking about how it’s going to 
affect students as well as the rest of the 
world,” Lombardo shared. 

On the other hand, students who 
are traveling abroad this semester have 
shared mixed feelings. Even though 
they are eager to immerse 
themselves in a different 
culture and learn as much 
as they can, they said, 

there is uncertainty 
about how their 
experience will 
unfold. There- 
fore, they are 

proceeding with 
a lot of caution. 
Alexyah De- 
thvongsa 22, 
whose pro- 
gram consists 
of six weeks in 
Nepal and the 
rest of the 
semester in 
India, is hop- 
ing that in six 
weeks’ time, 

India will al- 
low American 
citizens into 
their country. 
Maeve Kolb ‘22, 
who is studying 
in Kisumu, Kenya 

this semester, said 

that she is not only con- 
cerned about COVID-19 but also 
malaria and other diseases that she 
can contract, especially at a time when 
public health is already vulnerable. 

Decisions to study abroad vary, but 
both students shared that they have 
been planning to study abroad for so 
long and they couldn’t give up that 
dream. “It’s so bad here...if I can go to 
the grocery store and get [COVID], 
why wouldn't I just do 
what I have always 
wanted to do and 
not miss out ona 
valuable experi- 
ence,” Kolb said. 

Dethvongsa 

acknowledged this was a difficult de- 
cision to make. “People who are going 
are really passionate about this,” she 
added. Even though both of their pro- 
grams have been altered because of the 
pandemic, they are still excited to learn 
more about public health and epidemi- 
ology during this critical time period. 

Although the study abroad experi- 
ence may not be the same, Lombardo 
from Arcadia University notes some sil- 
ver linings to the situation. As a result 
of having to spend most time in their 
host city instead of being able to travel 
to neighboring areas, “students gained 
a much deeper understanding and ap- 
preciation for where they were study- 
ing abroad,” she said. Because of the. 

pandemic, “people have to think about 
how what they do or don’t do affect 
other people around them,” she add- 
ed, observing that students are 

moving beyond what 
they want to get 

out of a study 

- defender.smcvt.edu 

abroad program to think about the 
global impact of their actions. 

Studying abroad during the 
COVID-19 pandemic is difficult, but 
not impossible. There are many chal-___ 
lenges and restrictions students have 
to navigate, depending on where they — 
want to go. For those who are planning” 
to go abroad, although it varies from 
program to program, there are usually 
health and safety staff available 24/7 
for any students in need, as well as s 
working closely on tracking the de- 
velopment of the pandemic. For those — 
who couldn’t travel, there are still other 
opportunities in the future, as well as 
other ways to experience different cul- 
tures and get a global perspective, such 
as through virtual internships abroad. — 

“If that study abroad experience is 
really important to you, it doesn’t hurt 
to apply and try. It might get canceled 
again but I think it’s worth it,” Bilotti 
said. She has much hope for the future _ 
and plans to apply again next Fall. 

\ 
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Will SMC take a swing this Spring? 

PHOTOS BY LUCAS PERSECHINO 

Top: Sadie Pratt ’23 takes a short hop during Monday’s practice,- at what would be 3rd base on a real field. Pratt makes the play despite the rough terrain on the Tarrant floor. 

Below: Ulysses Luciano ’23 takes a swing during practice on Feb. 12. Luciano, who lost his freshman season to COVID-19. He is hopeful that he will see the field this year, he said. 
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Adventures with Will George 

K \ ye 

Sledding at Schmansk 

Nate Sampson and Will George sledding at Schmanska Park, Feb. 14 

By Will George 

Photography Editor 

wgeorge@mail.smcvt.edu 

Since the Covid-19 Pandemic, 
my days have consisted of me 
sitting in my room missing the 
time where I could see my friends 
without having to worry about a 
virus. I’ve been trying to change 
this by getting outside more and 
just doing something. Whether it’s 
a walk or going skiing at Sugar- 
bush. I started taking my dogs for 
walks so I wasn’t inside all day, 
but eventually that too gets old. 
My friend group and I finally got 
our parents to let us go for hikes 
and we would bring lunch to eat 
at the top. Normally we would go 
to our friends house and hang out 
in his basement so it was a nice 
change of pace to have everyone 
go for a hike. Getting yourself 
outside during this pandemic can 
be hard, but there are many things 
you can go and do. 

One of my favorite activities 
to do as a kid was to go sledding. 
My friends and I would have our 
parents drive us to this park in my 
town with our sleds. We would 

try to go as fast as we could and 
then run back up the hill. I would 
always try to find spots where it 
was icy, I liked to call those spots 

speed boosts like using a mush- 
room in Mario Kart. 

Over winter break I realized 
that sledding is still fun. It may be 
an activity for kids, but who says 
it has to be. It was fun when we 
were kids so why wouldn't it be 
fun now? A couple of my friends 
and I went sledding back in De- 
cember and it was one of the best 
days of winter break. We made a 
jump and flattened the run-up just 
like we did back when we were 
kids. Since we are older now, we 

can go faster and the wipeouts are 
so much funnier than it used to be. 

Sledding is something everyone 
can do and is fun for all ages. 
There are many places to go sled- 
ding within a short drive from 
campus. For example, Schmanska 

Park in Burlington has a great hill 
only six minutes from campus. 
When you get there, the parking 
lot is on the opposite side of the 
road and you will see a play- 
ground on the right and tennis 
courts on the left. Once you cross 

a Park 

PHOTOS BY WILL GEORG 
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the road and go up the staircase, ‘os 
the sledding hill will be right in 
front of you. It has a perfect run 
up for a jump and big enough just PEE Bits, 
to sled down. It is a steep hill, but | 
there are multiple spots you can 
start from. The big hill at Schman- 
ska Park isn’t that wide so it feels 
quite narrow, but it’s curved on 
both sides so you don’t go straight 
into the woods. As soon as the hill 
flattens out, there is a huge open- 
ing to either wipeout or ride away. 
We can’t become kids again, but 
we can do the things we loved as = 
kids. To go to Schmanska Park, the So 

address is 63 Grove St, Burlington, 

VT. 

defender. 

smcvt.edu 
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Nate Sampson sledding at Schmanska Park, Feb. 14 
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The Glosherberg 
(Scene 1) 

By Professor Dr. Mr. Glosherberg 

Contributing Writers 

ctorpey@mail.smcvt.edu 

INT. Post Office - Day 

[Professor Glosherberg is 

shipping a questionable pack- 

age through the US Postal 

Service. There is no accu- 

rate description of professor 

Glosherberg, he is a human 

enigma. The initial postal 

worker does not care for his 

job, but his supervisor is 

very dedicated to his craft] 

GLOSHERBERG 

Hello Post Officer. 

(Throws body bag on the 

counter with great effort) 

POSTAL WORKER 

Hello Sir, how may I help you 

today? 

(Visibly confused, slightly 

scared) 

GLOSHERBERG 

This is for my motha! 

(With zeal, slaps rear of 

body bag; continues to rub 

rear throughout the scene) 

POSTAL WORKER 

I think you’re gonna need 

some stamps for this 

GLOSHERBERG 

Ah, yeah! I feel ya! Slap 

that baby on the scale 

POSTAL WORKER 

I dopsrerninkethat: your. 

package is going to fit on the 

scale 

GLOSHERBERG 

My mother lives in Phoenix ya 

know! 

POSTAL WORKER 

Uhhh... Let me grab my supervi- 

sor 

(Postal Worker leaves... comes 

back with the supervisor) 

SUPERVISOR 

(A bureaucratic man in a suit 

who looks condescendingly at 

Glosherberg. Turns to POSTAL 

WORKER) 

Thank you, Neil, I will take 

it from here. 

(Neil Leaves Returns to his 

Computer) 

(Turning to GLOSHERBERG) 

Hello sir, I am Thorton Hen- 

derson Reginald-Fairbanks 

Childs IV, a seventh-genera- 

tion postmaster of the great- 

er Weehawken area. How, sir, 

may I be of assistance? 

GLOSHERBERG 

I’m mailing this to my motha! 

SUPERVISOR 

Very good sir. To your mother 

you say? 

GLOSHERBERG 

Uh-huh, she lives in Phoenix, 

near the University 

SUPERVISOR 

Very good sir. I myself am 

a graduate of the Harvard 

Schoos- of -thenPostalesci— 

ences. Mail deo paria. Mail, 

God, and country son, in that 

order. 

(Walks from behind the count- 

Z 
Ss 

er and approaches the audi- 

ence) 

Mail deo et paria. Mail deo 

et paria. A nation without 

mail is not a nation. There 

is a reason, you see, that 

the postal service can be 

found in our Constitution. 

A nation, my boy, without 

the mail is a nation without 

laws, without order, without 

liberty. My God man, why did 

Rome fall? For want of mail! 

For when the roads did clut- 

ter with the discarded armor 

of the barbarian mercenaries 

hired to defend in her dying 

gasps the far-flung extensions 

of her then benighted empire, 

it prevented those brave cou- 

riers from their rounds. 

For want of the mail, Rome 

failed. 

(yelling now) 

Mail makes the world turn! 

It is all that stands be- 

tween man and beast, between 

the divine and the base. 

sir, see before you the pin- 

nacle of human advancement, 

the post office! Man’s tem- 

ple to his own greatness. By 

You, 

Files 

God’s grace alone do we en- 

joy the fruits of our postal 

prosperity. We are a society 

within a society, a band of 

brothers who have served as a 

great connection across space 

and time. We stand with Hero- 

dotus, who said in that creed 

we all now know... 

(a legion of postal workers 

emerge and create a phalanx 

behind the SUPERVISOR. The 

lights dim.) 

ALL THE POSTAL WORKERS, IN 

UNISON : 
“Neither snow, nor rain, 

heat, nor gloom of night 

stays these couriers from 

their appointed routes”. 

(Light shines brightly on the 

face. of the SUPERVISOR. Pro- 

longed pause) 

nor 

SUPERVISOR 

(softly and emotionally) 

Mail deo paria... 

(Returns behind the counter, 

lights go up, Neil returns 

to the computer, extra postal 

workers exit the stage to the 

left and right) 

You were saying something 

about a package? 

GLOSHERBERG 

Actually, it’s a letter! 

SUPERVISOR 

(Plops large book on the 

counter, flips through quick- 

ly) 
May I draw your attention to 

the Electronic Code of Fed- 

eral Regulations, e-CFR, 

which states in Chapter I, 

subchapter E, part 310, sec- 

tion 310.1 Definitions, which 

notes of letters that the 

term shall not be construed 

to refer to “(i) objects the 

material or shape and design 

of which make them valuable 

or useful for purposes other 

than as media for long-dis- 

tance communications unless 

they are actually used as 

media for personal and busi- 

ness correspondence, and (ii) 

outsized, rigid objects not 

capable of enclosure in enve- 

lopes, sacks, boxes or other 

ILLUSTRATION BY CONNOR TORPEY containers commonly used to 



transmit letters or packets 

mot letters.” 

A 

| GLOSHERBERG 
i Ah, but sir, if you turn 
|) your attention to paragraph 

| a(3) of the same code, you 
) will note that it is in 

fact a letter under the 

definition of a selective 

{ delivery plan. 

‘(Supervisor flipping through 

the book, looking ror: this 

Mection) 

e ; 
| SUPERVISOR 

¥ Ah, very good sir, you are 

| quite correct. We are now 
obligated to weigh it, to 

ascertain how many postage 

‘stamps are required for the 

“proper shipping and han- 
| dling. 
| GLOSHERBERG 
‘Slap that baby on there! 

(slaps rear aggressively) 

SUPERVISOR 

“My good sir, I am delighted 

by your enthusiasm for the 

postal arts. What are you 

mailing today? 

GLOSHERBERG 

It’s a.. a life-size Ralph 
Macchio doll 
The initial postal worker 

¢ somes back) 

POSTAL WORKER 

Hey, hey... Ralph Bechio:: is 

5’9” that doll is at least 

6’1” you’re not fooling me, 

buddy! 
(Outraged) 

‘SUPERVISOR 
ads this true my good sir? 

(Shocked and appalled) 

sLOSHERBERG 

Alright, alright, you got 

e, it’s not just any Ralph 

acchio doll. It’s Ralph 

Macchio.. as a lady, those 

extra inches are the high 

heels 

SUPERVISOR 
Well, we still have to 
leigh it 

“(struggles to get doll on 
‘the scale, eventually gets 
it on) 
(Scale breaks) 

| Not to worry, sir I was 
able to get a reading of 

the weight in time. It 
“weighed 140 pounds, which 

‘exceeds the limit fora 

P letter by 3 ounces... and 139 

“pounds. 

“GLOSHERBERG 
| But what if I told you I 

| have two stamps? 

ARTS & CULTURE 
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(Aggressively slaps a smi- 

ley face stamp on the rear 

of bodybag, tenderly places 

the second next to-thefirst) 

SUPERVISOR 

That is insufficient sir 

GLOSHERBERG 

Fine, I will take my busi- 

ness elsewhere 

SUPERVISOR 

TE Vs=your loss 

(Glosherberg hauls body bag 

over his shoulder and walks 

off scene) 

-End Scene 1- 

INT. Car - Mid-day 

[Glosherberg is driving. 

with the body bag in the 

passenger’s seat.] 

GLOSHERBERG 

Well, buddy, we’re going to 

Arizona! 

[Weird Al Yankovic’s “Amish 

Paradise” plays in the 

background. Glosherberg 

is bobbing his head up and 

down in rhythm with the mu- 

sic. The camera pans toa 

white guy (preferably Steve 

Buscemi type) with the Coo- 

lio haircut. He is driving 

in an inner-city neighbor- 

hood; the camera pans to a 

sign that says “This Way to 

Inner City Amish Communi- 

TE Yak) 18 

GLOSHERBERG 

(Rubs leg of body bag) 

Maybe we can pick up some 

butter for the trip. 

Greetings readers. The 

saga of Professor Dr. Mr. 

Glosherberg was written 

by six Saint Mike’s stu- 

dents working alongside 

their favorite professor. 

This being said, the orig- 

inal format was that of a 

screenplay, and therefore 

will include some (hopeful- 

ly) humorous additions to 

the mere text. This will be 

the first of multiple in- ~ 

stallations of the Glosher- 

berg Files. We hope you 

enjoy! 
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‘BUILD THE 

SPIRE HIGHER!’ 
Why students at SMC are pushing for a Death Spire 

By Connor Torpey 

Arts & Culture Editor 

ctorpey@mail.smcvt.edu 

rusty spike laden tower pierces 
A* sky, the bones of what was 

once a junior are being cleaned 
of their flesh by a rabid tiger, and fear 
grips the locals who see this mile high 
structure out in the distance from what 
should be the comfort of their homes. 
This is the dream of many students here 
at Saint Michael's College. 

When arriving back on campus 
this semester one would be met with 
a strange sight. Students with picket 
signs were marching up and down the 
campus sidewalks, brows furrowed in 

determination. “BUILD THE SPIRE 
OR WE WON'T TIRE!” they hollered as 
their signs bounced up and down, all 
bearing the name “DEATH SPIRE”. 

This Death Spire movement 
supposedly started as far back as Octo- 
ber when Saint Michael's campus was 
locked down due to alarming amounts 
of COVID cases on campus. Students 
were looking for solace and hope in the 
bleak darkness that had covered the 
campus. In its depressing silence, an 
idea was sparked, an idea that would 
overcome the dullness of a COVID shut 
down. This idea was the Death Spire. 

The Death Spire can be de- 
scribed as a giant rusty nail that extends 
almost a mile into the sky and would be 
located between the Three’s Field and 
Ross/Tarrent gym. Covered in spikes 
and nails of varying shapes and sizes as 
well as a plethora of deadly booby traps, 
it would immediately oppress anyone 
who dare have the courage to look upon 
its vastness. The goal would be to climb 
to the top and survive all the trials and 
obtain a valuable prize (A Cumber- 
land Farms gift card, coupon for a free 
Dunkin Donut, a large stuffed bear, etc.) 

here are, however, many dis- 
agreements about the description of the 
Death Spire. What traps should it have? 
How many traps should it have? Should 
it have.traps at all? The most divisive 
design choice is whether or not it should 
have an interior. The Interiorists and 
Purists are conflicting factions that can- 
not agree on the right option. 

“An interior provides an alter- 
native option for those who are not as 
ready physically for the challenge of 
climbing the tower, and want a more 
mental challenge,” said Mille Hard- 
well, current junior and leader of the 
Interiorists. “The interior would be a 
maze full of puzzles and traps that only 
the smartest of students could figure 
out,” Hardwell added. Upon being 

asked about her opinion of the Purists 
she responded, “The Purists views on 

the spire are outdated. Their view that 
the tower can only be climbed on the 
outside, and that excludes people who 
may want to climb the tower, but aren’t 
able too because of the state of physical 
being. That is why we have the maze so 
it’s more easily accessible to people, but 
still just as deadly.” 

When talking to Chris McAr- 
thur, a senior and leader of the Purist 
movement, he said, “The original idea 
for the death spire was for it to be 
climbed on the outside for the prize on 
top, as someone would scale a pizza hut 
for a whiff from the chimney. We want 
to keep this original vision, because we 
think it makes more sense. First of all 
building an interior filled with traps and 
puzzles would be extremely expensive. 
It would be very difficult to get that 
money and would make it far less attrac- 
tive to the college to do. Also, the idea 
of the Death Spire is to watch and root 
on your friends as they defy death to go 
and claim victory against all odds. But, 
with an interior it’s no longer a spectator 
sport. You can’t see someone going in 
through the bowels of the tower. You 
just have to guess and wait to see if they 
make it out. Unfortunately, Millie and 
her followers have lost sight of this very 
important aspect of the tower.” 

Administrators at school are not 
exactly fans of the prospect of this Death 
Spire. “The Death Spire is a ridiculous 
idea,” said Dr. Sosana Dourkoffski 
head of Student Proposed Structures. 
“The idea of students falling to their 
deaths on our campus under our watch. 
I mean who’s going to clean it all up? 
The grounds keeping staff have enough 
work as it is cleaning up after students, 
but now they have to clean up the stu- 
dents themselves! That's just asking for 
too much.” 

Despite the administrative 
backlash, students are still pushing hard 
for a way to counter the COVID blues. 
I have even been informed that as soon 
as The Student Government Associa- 
tion is back up and running there will 
be a bill passed to try to fund the Saint 
Michael's Death Spire. Now I know I’m 

. not supposed to give my opinion on this 
being a reporter and all, but personally I 
believe that this is a terrible idea. I mean 
a tower that people climb that leads to 
their death? That’s awful! Now an obe- 
lisk that people climb to their death, that 
I can get behind! 
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Local 
D o to the restrictions of COVID-19 you may feel isolated, bored, and 

unsure of what to do with your time? While the winter months al- 

ready have us experiencing cabin fever, the pandemic has not made 

it much easier. Lucky for you, this list is a curation of local and virtual events 

coming up this Spring. With activities like virtual wildlife tours, dance class- 

es, and webinars there is something for you to check out to switch up your 

everyday routine. For more information regarding events on campus, check 

out the MySMC Portal and the Daily Digest. 

OUTDOORS & WILDLIFE 
e Eventbrite’s Self Guided Tour and Scavenger Hunt 

of Burlington - Scavenger Hunt - May be completed whenever 
the group or individual wants! 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-team-scaven- 
ger-hunt-burlington-tickets-110340986862?aff-ebdiv- 
vevvnt&publisher=7843&pub_name=Burlington%20 

Free%20Press 

-e Birding Class - Thursday, Feb. 25, from 5:30-7 p.m. ($25 for 
non-members) } 

https://learn.uvm.edu/program/osher-lifelong-learn- 
ing/olli-on-campus-courses/#spring 

e Vermont Land Trust is hosting a virtual wildlife 

tracking tour throughout the woods of Vermont - 

Wildlife Tour - March 11, from 1-2 p.m. (free) 

https://vit.org/event/wildlife-tracking 

WEBINARS 
e Intuition Based Entrepreneurship and Business 

Webinar - Learn your intuitive success profile to grow 
your business or start one - Thursday, Feb. 18, from 3-5 p.m. 
(free) 

-https://www.eventbrite.com/e/learn-your-intui- 
tive-success-profile-to-grow-your-business-tickets- 
133559731753? aff-erelpanelorg 

’e Building a Healthy Relationship with Food Webi- 

nar - Wednesday Feb. 24, from 7-9 p.m. (free) | 
https://www,eventbrite.com/e/healing-the-food-trau- 
ma-response-tickets-1387574141617aff=erelpanelorg 

¢ History of Burlington with Osher Lifelong Learn- 

* ing Institute (OLLI) at UVM - Virtual tour and his- 

tory webinar - Thursday, March 11, from 1-2:30 p.m. ($25 for 
non-members) 

https: //learn.uvm.edu/program/osher-lifelong-learn- 
ing/olli-on-campus-courses/#spring 
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PERFORMANCE & DANCE 
e Kevin James performing at the Flynn Theatre - Well 

known comedian performs at the Flynn - Date: TBD, tickets may 
still be ees now ($51-83) 

e Higher Groaned upcoming performances (To be in-per- 
son) 

e Virtual Hip Hop Workshop - Wednesday, Feb. 24, from 7-8 
p.m. ($10) 

https://www.flynnvt.org/Events/2021/2/Online-Hip- 
Hop-Workshop | 

e Virtual Burlesque Workshop - Tuesday’ from March 
2-April 6, from 6-7 p.m. (10$ per class) 

https://www.flynnvt.org/Events/2021/4/ ONLINE-Bur- 
lesque 

¢ Lost Dog Street Band - April 10, doors open at 8 p.m. ($17- 
20) 

e The Jacks and The Cuckoos - April 14, doors open at 8 
p.m. ($10-12) 

_https://www.highergroundmusic.com 

e Nada Surf - April 15, doors open at 8 p.m. ($20-23) 

e Tennis and Molly Burch - April 23, doors open at 8 p.m. 
($18-20) 

ART & FILM 
e BCA Architecture and Design Film Series - film about 

one of the few women in the world working in monumental 
sculpture. BCA Architecture film - Streaming between Feb. 17-21, 
57 minutes long (free) 

https://www.burlingtoncityarts.org/Event/archi- © 
tecture-design-film-series-ursula-von-rydings- 
vard-her-own | 

e Vermont International Film Festival (VTIFF) and 

Middlebury New Filmmakers Festival (MNFF) 

Split/Screen - Monthly streaming movies - VTIFF Split/ 
Screen - Streaming monthly until June 2021 ($40 for a 
monthly pass, $12.50 for individual tickets) 

https://vtiff.org/vtiff-now/split-screen/ 
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McCarthy Art Gallery Exhibit 
“Color”: Kelly Cullen 

“Color” by Kelly Cullen was fea- 
tured in the McCarthy Art Gallery 

from Feb. 8 through Feb.14. This 
exhibit featured geometric shapes . , 
painted on wood and canvas sheets. 

“Something For Your Mind” by 
Carly Huston is being featured in the 
McCarthy Art Gallery now until Feb. 
21. This exhibit features paintings 
based off of lines from songs and 

poems. 

a goes gamer to learn 

wr how humans thinkll “a 
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For more info and galleries, check out: http://mccarthygallery.smc-artanddesign.space/ 
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All walk, or all talk? 
Joe Biden’s questionable record on key issues 
Jackson Greenleaf 

Staff Writer 

jgreenleaf@mail.smcvt.edu 

hen former Vice President 

Joe Biden was declared the 

President-elect of the United 

States, much of the local student and 
greater Burlington community dis- 
played palpable elation. Many took 
to Church Street and other locations 
throughout the city to celebrate, re- 
laying above all, extreme relief at the 
prospect of nolonger living under the 
leadership of Donald Trump. This 

«feeling is understandable, given the 
more than 400,000 coronavirus death 
and accelerated environmental deregu- 

~ lation that occurred during his tenure, 

to name just two, of many issues 

that plague an unstable nation. How- 
ever, much of the voter base notes their 
primary reason for supporting Biden, 
according to a pre-election poll from the 
Pew Research Center, is because 
he’s not Trump. In fact, much of the 
electorate is so satisfied that America 
chose to vote Trump out, that they are 
willing to overlook Biden’s record on 
important issues, which is questionable 
at best. 

Take the issue of racial justice, which 
exploded into the public eye over the 
summer with issues of police brutality 
against Black Americans, and the dis- 
proportionate percentage of people of 
color who make up the American pris- 
on system. This all too common nar- 
rative continues to plague low-income 
and racially diverse communities across 
the U.S. Outraged by the ceaseless 
violence and injustice, civilians took 

“to the streets in masses, calling for a 
number of changes including cuts to the 

. bloated law enforcement budget, ban- 

ning the use of excessive force upon 
civilians, demanding accountability for 
the growing number of officers who 
perpetrated violent acts, and reform 
to hefty sentences for low-level crimes 

_ aimed at people of color. Unsurprising- 
ly, animosity toward the 45th President 
and his administration was common 

.among protesters, given his repeated 
unwillingness to condemn white su- 
premacy and his history of racially 
discriminatory rhetoric. Although, 
many of the same people who condemn 
Trump's actions may be surprised to 

PHOTO BY ADAM SCHULTZ / WHITE HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHER VIA WIKIMEDIA 

President Joe Biden, joined by Vice President Kamala Harris, signs two executive orders on healthcare, Jan. 28, in 
the Oval Office of the White House. 

learn of Biden’s involvement in perpet- 
uating, and even creating, many of the 
laws and policies that are so vehement- 
ly opposed today. 

Practices such as civil asset forfei- 
ture, law enforcement’s ability to seize 
someone’s personal belongings if they 
are suspected of a crime, was sponsored 
by Biden and a fellow senator during 
his time in the Senate. Furthermore, in 
an attempt to address drug abuse in the 
1980s, Biden (in collaboration with Sen- 
ators from across the aisle penned the 
“Anti Drug Abuse Act of 1986.” This 
law administered harsher sentences 
for drug possession and distinguished 
the now infamous disparity between 
crack and powder cocaine acquisition. 
In short, those who were caught with 
crack cocaine received sentences that 
were 10 times harsher than those who 
possessed powder. This discretion 
targeted communities of color because 
of the prominence of crack cocaine in 
urban areas. These practices and many 
more, which Biden supported, have 
imposed skyrocketing incarceration 
rates in the US, specifically for Black 
and Brown men in the last two decades. 
He helped to create many of the practic- 
es and institutions his supporters now 
rally against. The destruction these 
decisions have caused are becoming 
more transparent. Much of this legis- 
lation was brought about by the 1994 
crime bill which Biden co-authored. In 
October, he referred to the crime bill 

as “a mistake” but has gone into little 
detail regarding how he plans to amend 
the problems it continues to cause, and 
has defended it on other occasions. 

Additionally, at the start of Trump’s 
first term, women across the nation 

were outraged by Trump’s nomina- 
tion considering his numerous sexual 
assault cases and well documented in- 
stances of sexism throughout his career, 
as both a businessman and media per- 
sonality. However, those who criticize 
Donald Trump’s crude behavior are less 
likely to look upon Biden’s record with 
equal scrutiny. Which includes a sexual 
assault allegation of his own, brought 
to light by his former aide Tara Reade. 
Though he has repeatedly denied the 
allegation, it brings into question 
his prior behavior particularly regard- 
ing the issue of assault and harassment. 

In any case, even if Biden’s strongest 
supporters considered these factors 
and criticized his decisions on a variety 
of issues, many may overlook them 
because they believed his running 
mate, and now Vice President, Kama- 
la Harris, will provide enough of a 
forward thinking balance to keep him 
from making similar choices. Howev- 
er, her record as Attorney General of 
California shows this inclination to be 
unlikely. During her time as a prosecu- 
tor, she kept people in prison beyond 
their sentence to exploit their labor, and 

threatened the parents of students who 
failed to attend school with prosecu- 

tion. Most notably, she charged a Black 
man with murder and life in prison on 
insufficient evidence, after six years in 

prison he was proven innocent. These 
decisions as attorney general could 
prove to be somewhat detrimental to 
Harris given the excitement expressed 
by many of her supporters as she is the 
first Black, Asian, female vice 
president, because her diverse back- 

ground on its own does not negate her 
past decisions that imposed negative 
consequences on communities of color. 

In spite of all of this, much of the 

greater New England area is outwardly 
pleased with Biden’s nomination. More 
importantly, they are satisfied with a re- 
pudiation of Trump’s chaotic, political 
brand. While this perspective is under- 
standable, as a populace we must be 
able to scrutinize our elected officials 
when their decision-making has the 
potential to be harmful to marginalized 
communities, the environment, and the 
country as a whole. 

There remains a pervasive sense, 
particularly among white, upper-mid- 
dle-class and affluent communities in 
the Northeast, that with Trump gone, 
unfavorable circumstances will cease. 
With Biden in office, we can all go back 
to brunch, assuming the politicians in 
charge have our best interest in mind. 
As freethinking citizens, we must not 
allow this narrative to continue. 

Just because many happen to agree 
with Biden on a larger number of issues 
doesn’t mean he is guaranteed to make 
the right decisions or even have the 
right objectives in mind. We must 
continue fighting for the policies and 
values that matter to us and be critical 
of elected officials when they do not 
represent them. To ensure that reform 
focused policies designed to check the 
power of corrupt institutions, commu- 
nities fought for over the summer, and 
over multiple decades are properly 
implemented, we must continually 
pressure Biden and his team to make 
cogent decisions the same way we 
would Trump. 

The first step was voting Trump out 
of office. Now, the real work begins. 
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hen the news broke on Janu- 

ary 14th that Saint Michael's 
College received its largest 

single gift of $4 million from the estate 
f Barry Roy, class of 1967, Marga- 
et Bass, the Special Assistant to the 
President for Diversity and Inclusion 
accurately described it as “a BRIGHT 
JGHT in a dark nation.” While the 
incredible generosity and selflessness 
xhibited by Mr. Roy is something that 
we should all admire, I can’t help but 
feel that this event also highlights an 
mportant generational difference that 
deserves to be addressed. 

According to Giving USA reports, 
while total donations to colleges have 

‘increased in recent years in the U.S., 
the number of individual donations, 

as well as the giving rate of younger 
alumni, have been consistently de- 
reasing. This trend does not surprise 
ne for the simple reason that I could 
ever see myself donating money as 
an alumnus. It could be the case that 
Tam just unusually selfish, or that I 
‘am yet to be fully endowed with the 
‘Edmundite philosophy of giving, but if 
the majority of my peers are anything 
like me, then alumni contributions are 

are to become a thing of the past. This 
gs the question, what's changed since 

yrevious generations attended college, 
and how might this affect the future of 
higher education? While I recognize 
at it’s easy to be cynical as a student 
p fhe time of Covid, the factors that 

e our college experience different 
‘fre on n those of previous generations go 
ar beyond paying the same price for an 

‘obj ectively less valuable virtual learn- 

Lucas Persechino 

ocial Media Editor 

ersechino@mail.smcvt.edu 

. fu have probably heard the 
Y name GameStop a lot recent- 
4 ly. You also might know that 
mething happened with GameStop’s 

Stock, GME. That’s because on Wednes- 
de ti Jan. 27, history was made on Wall 

. This time around, the average 
investor claimed their fortunes in what 

s a huge loss for hedge funds on 
v Vall Street. 

_ For those who don’t know, 
GameStop took a huge hit financially as 

their revenues decreased about 24% in 
2020 when the Covid Pandemic reached 
the US, on top of a 3% decrease in reve- 

Trends. Hedge funds, who are groups 
"hues the year before according to Macro 

ing experience. 
Before going off to college I remem- 

ber being bombarded by such senti- 
ments as “College is an experience”, 
“It’s the best four years of your life”, 
or like this one straight from the Saint 
Michael’s College website, “It is not all 

about your personal success”. I don’t 
doubt that at one point in time the no- 
tion that higher education is something 
greater than a simple transaction may 
have been true, but today this way of 
thinking is outdated, and only serves to 
benefit the institutions at the expense of 
the students. To a student in 1967, who 

would have been able to pay for college 
by working during the summer full- 
time at minimum wage (see infograph- 
ic), going to college for the experience, 
or to just have fun was possible. For 
today’s students, however, for whom 
taking on massive student loans has 
become the norm, going to college for 
anything except increasing their poten- 
tial future income is financially reckless. 
Although as high school Juniors and 
Seniors, we were drawn in by the vast 
array of sweaters in the campus store, 

and the promises of self-growth that 
we would experience here, by the time 
today’s students graduate, saddled 
with debt, they are sobered by the sad 
realization of what they were all along: 
consumers. It is in light of this reality, I 
believe, that my generation will fail to 
view our alma maters through rose-tint- 
ed glasses as past generations have, and 
as colleges encourage us to do. Instead, 
we are forced to face the facts and treat 
college like what it is, a business and 
nothing more. 

Understand that this is not an argu- 
ment for the increasingly popular idea 
of eliminating student debt from the 
federal level, which would essentially 
be a bail-out of the college-educated 

of Wall Street investors who pool their 
money together for use in the stock 
market, started shorting GameStop 
(GME) stocks. In other words, making 
a profit off GME’s steady decline using 

the stock market. For years, hedge 
funds have made millions of dollars off _ 

shorting the stocks of companies like 
Blockbuster, Cinemark, and Bed Bath 

and Beyond according to The Hedge 
Fund Journal. However, a subreddit 
account on the popular app Reddit, 
called “r/wallstreetbets” made some of 
the biggest hedge funds in Wall Street 
panic. 

Users on the server simply began 
discussing how unfortunate it was to 
see their beloved GameStop on the 
verge of bankruptcy, and called for 
everyone to pump money into the GME 

SEE GAMESTOP, PAGE 18 

1] 

Sources: U.S. Department of 
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he case for treating college like a business 
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middle class on behalf of everyone else 
while doing nothing to address the ev- 
er-rising tuition which lies at the root of 
the problem. Nor is this an expression 
of my resentment for this or any other 
college. After all, no one forced me to 
pay $45,000 a year for a political science 
degree. Simply put, this is an argument 
for buyer beware, or furthermore let the 
buyer be self-aware. 

Until students as a collective can 
dispel any pre-held notions about 
the abstract value of going to college, 
there will be no reason for the market 
to correct itself. Instead, we can treat 

college like a degree vending machine. 
With the understanding that we are 
the ones pushing the buttons, comes 
the power to affect how the machine 

. is stocked and priced. The fact that 
younger alumni are less inclined to give 
to their former institutions may show 
how this mentality is already begin- 
ning to sink in. However, the fact that 

liberal arts and STEM degrees from the 
same school cost the same, despite them 

2013 
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having radically different monetary 
values is evidence that the market does 
not currently reflect this ‘college as an 
investment’ mentality. 

At this stage, an entire reworking of 
the American college system feels inev- 
itable. The only questions that remain 
are how and when things will change. 
Will the plan for free college that has 
been proposed by Bernie Sanders and 
others become more mainstream? My 
hope is that a combination of more 
students opting not to go to college, and 
fewer jobs requiring four-year degrees 
due to their outsized cost, will result in 
a decrease in demand for colleges and 
Universities. This would reduce the 
cost of tuition and force the surviving 
schools to market themselves as giving 
students a leg up in preparing for a 
career rather than providing personal 
growth. Regardless of what happens, it 
seems that for today’s graduates, moral 
debts to our institutions have been for- 
ever replaced with financial ones. 
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GAMESTOP 
Continued from page 17 

Users on the server simply began 
discussing how unfortunate it was to see 
their beloved GameStop on the verge 
of bankruptcy, and called for everyone 
to pump money into the GME stock. 
After the trend started to pick up, the 
GME stock price went from $37.37 Jan. 
20 to $354.83 on Jan 27. This led to an 

anonymous user posting “yolo” as he 
put $50,000 into GME and turned it into 
$47.9 million. The surge of GME’s stock 
price caused a “short squeeze” which is 
basically a huge loss for hedge funds that 
shorted the stock. Because the price of 
the stock was going up rapidly, Hedge 
funds no longer made money off their 
prediction of the stock price staying low. 
In other words, by using social media to 
get a bunch of people together and invest 
in one company, average investors beat 
hedge funds at their own game. Mel- 
vin Capital, a hedge fund who shorted 
GameStop, was at a 53% loss in January 
following the GME surge according to 
cnbe.com. 

Wall Street did not take the loss so 
well, and reasonably so. This led Robin- 
hood, a brokerage app, to cease all sales of 
GME stocks in a statement that read “In 
light of volatility we're restricting trans- 
actions for certain securities to positions” 
according to cnbc.com. Robinhood’s 
actions sparked outrage all over social 
media, especially twitter, regarding not 
being able to buy into GME. 

This led to Senator Alexandria Oc- 
asio-Cortez (AOC) condemning their 
actions, and senator Ted Cruz agreeing to 
the statement in the same twitter thread. 
AOC tweeted “We now need to know 
more about @RobinhoodApp’s decision 
to block retail investors from purchasing 
stock while hedge funds are freely able to 
trade the stock as they see fit.” 

Ted Cruz retweeted AOC saying, “Ful- 
ly agree.” The Twitter thread is something 
many people thought they would never 
see as AOC and Ted Cruz are on two op- 
posite spectrums of American Politics. 

After the situation calmed down, the 
question still remains; what does this 
mean for the future of investing? In the 
age of social media, it could mean a 
huge change in how people invest. Does 
GameStop’s example prove to be a bright 
future for the average investor? I certain- 
ly think so. After what happened with 
GME, the stock prices of AMC went from 
$3.29 on Jan. 20 to $20.34 on Jan. 27, and 

Black Berry’s stock price went from $13.23 
on Jan. 20 to $20.25 on Jan 27. Neither 

AMC or Black Berry are comparable to 
GME, but all are part of the same trend. 
All three of these companies were in the 
top ten of most shorted stocks. I believe 

that people caught on to short squeez- 
ing hedge funds to make a profit, using 
social media. I think GME set an example 
of coming together on social media and 
driving up the stock price of companies 
that hedge funds feast on, thus changing 
the way we invest. 
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COVID-19 has attempted to break our tightly knit community. Time and time again, we have 

faced the test of time and reunited. This pandemic has shown us all that our bond is unbreakable. | 

It is stronger than the pulls of COVID. 

From faculty baking cookies for students in quarantine to peers creating Valentine’s Day gifts for 

each other, we are reminded that in times of uncertainty, we have each other. 

The scarcity of articles and stories about the pandemic in this issue is representative of.a larger 

motif- there is life beyond COVID. We recognize the severity of COVID-19 and strongly encour- 

age you to follow public health protocols to keep the community safe. However, there is more to 

life than this virus. 

What's going to happen tomorrow? What about next week? What will the rest of the semester look’ 

like? These questions ruminate our minds daily like a record on repeat. The Defender encourages 

you to deviate your focus from what you don’t know. Focus on what you do know. 

Live in the moment, and enjoy the beauty of what is in front of you. 

Ashley DeLeon 
Executive Editor 

Mission Statement: We, the voice of St. Michael's College, strive to 
quality journalism collected ona foundation of integrity. We represen 

campus by facilitating a forum for informative, enlightening and thought 

versation. Through in-depth reporting, accurate storytelling and excepti 

Defender aims to professionally and ethically deliver the truth to our dive 
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paid advertisement 

February 18, 2021 

Dear BIPOC Students, Faculty, and Staff, 

At this time last year, there was a public incident on campus involv- 
ing many students, faculty, and staff where an anti-Black racial slur 

was used. In that moment, as well as many others, no white-identi- 

fying faculty or staff members spoke up. We are deeply sorry that we 
failed to support you in the ways that were needed. 

This incident painfully highlighted the harm that can happen ina 
moment, and so many of the glaring challenges we need to face, indi- 
vidually and collectively, to truly make Saint Michael’s College safe, 
equitable, and respectful of all community members. 

The time is long overdue to recognize, uproot, and dismantle the 
racism that lives in the very fabric of Saint Michael’s College. With a 
sense of both hope and urgency, we commit to cultivating anti-racist 
thinking and taking action on our campus every single day in each of 
our realms. 

Sincerely, 
Saint Michael’s Anti-Racism Coalition 

Saint Michael’s Anti-Racism Coalition (ARC), an emerging group of faculty and staff, is 
committed to recognizing, uprooting, and dismantling racism on campus. 

For more information about ARC, please contact one of the following members: George Ashline, Valerie Bang-Jensen, Kathy Butts, 
Allison Cleary, Laura Crain, Rev. David Cray, $.S.E., Mary Beth Doyle, Bill Ellis, Chris Kenny, Katie Kirby, Sarah Klionsky, Kerri Leach, 
Mark Lubkowitz, Toni Messuri, Heidi St. Peter, Lara Scott, Trish Siplon, Jerry Swope, Adam Weaver and Mary Wright 

Faculty and staff who wish to join the work of the Anti-Racism Coalition can subscribe to the ARC mailing list on the SMC portal. 
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ast year, almost every student 

[cones online learning. This 
pandemic forced us to transform 

education and adapt to new condi- 

tions. Now, in 2021, many students 

still study remotely (like myself) or 
follow a mixed model. We are already 

familiar with this new reality, bringing 
up many questions about the future of 

education. It is true: online learning can 

have its disadvantages, but it also has 

a lot to offer. These are some benefits 
I discovered in my experience with 
online learning, as a student: 

Flexibility and time management 

Online classes are majorly self- 
paced, helping us develop time man- 
agement skills. We are the ones in 
control of our time, having the possibil- 
ity to look back on the class and fill our 
notes, if we missed anything. Classes 
are documented and the material is 
online, accessible to students 24/7. If 

we take advantage of this and organize 
ourselves properly, we can end with 
more time for ourselves and the things 
we enjoy! 

Distance does not matter 
Don’t worry! There’s no need to 

rush to the class that’s far from your 
dorm. Online classes not only save time 
to get to class but also allow students, 
no matter where they are in the world, 
to be part of the classroom. It is amaz- 
ing how I, being currently in Peru, am 

still part of a class from a school in 
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learned from online learning 

Isabella Paredes’s current workspace in Peru 

Vermont. 

Here, online learning has been the 

only alternative for students to con- 
tinue their education. It’s been almost 
a year since universities and schools 
started doing fully online classes, while 
in-person classes are more of a distant 
dream by now. Numerous students 

used to wake up early in the morning 
and take different buses in order to get 
to campus. With the long distances and 
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heavy traffic, this journey could take 
two or even three hours for many. In 
that way, online learning gives stu- 
dents more time for themselves. Online 
learning doesn’t know distance barri- 
ers and somehow makes it easier for 
people to connect: all you need is Wi-Fi 
and an electronic device! 

The conversation isn’t lost 

Even though it sounds ironic, in 

some way, online learning promotes 
interactivity. It gives the opportunity 
for shy students to feel more comfort- 
able speaking their minds, especially 
with written discussions. Breakout 
rooms can allow more space for conver- 
sation because of their privacy. There 
are various tools that can be imple- 
mented to make an online class inter- 
active, and with the effort of students 
and educators, an online class can be 
just as rich in content as an in-person 

class. Being in a breakout room with 
one classmate allowed me not only to 
discuss the poem we were studying 
more profoundly, but also to connect 

with her as a friend. I exchanged ideas 
with her I was too shy to share with the 
whole class. In times of digital learning, 
breakout rooms can be a good opportu- 
nity for social interaction, giving us the 
opportunity to stay connected even if 
we are far. 

Of course, perspectives on online 
learning vary depending on the people 
who experience it. We all have different 
routines and different ways of think- 
ing and acting, and that’s completely 
okay. We just need to figure out the 
best way for us to adjust to this new 
way of learning, from a personal point 
of view. If there’s something we know 
could help us make our online learn- 
ing experience better, then we should 

mention it! No one knows us better 
than ourselves. It is no secret that it can 
be tiring to look at a screen for hours, 

and we might miss the environment of 
a physical classroom, but we can take 
something good out of online classes. 
In the end, the experience is based on 

what we make of it. 

Sponsored by the Martin Luther King Jr. Society 

MLKs Theme: Transformation 

Event 1: Reggie Hubbard: Active Peace Yoga 
Time and Date: March 3, 2021 at 7:00pm 

Reggie will be speaking on his work and his experience of transfor- 
mation, have a Q&A, and a yoga session 

Event 2: Nappily Ever After Film and Panel 

Movie Screening Date and Time: March 10, 2021 at 7:00pm 
Panel Date and Time: March 11, 2021 at 7:00pm 

Event 3: SMC Spice! 

Time and Date: March 19, 2021 at 7:00pm 

MLK will be hosting a virtual talent show/ poetry slam with a raffle 
where students will have an opportunity to share a piece of art or 

talent with the SMC Community! 


